THE BOISVERT UPDATE – May – June 2019
DISCLAIMER: Our graphic design artist, who assembles our prayer letter, is in the midst of moving and
is unavailable for a few months. That is already very obvious, I know. However the good news is he
will be back LORD willing and provided Jesus does not return for us first, by our next update.

We are so thankful for every remembrance of you, our praying partners! The love expressed to us
as many of you reached out to us at the death of Doug’s mom in April was amazing. We keep
learning of those who also prayed for us during that loss. Thank you for that fellowship before the
throne of God.
We did report in short emails about the way God worked not only in our lives, but for the
Mongolian teaching module scheduled for that week of the funeral. I will remind you of the
highlights that you can once again praise Jesus for answering our prayers and working in His
perfect way.
The Mongolian teaching module did go on without Doug traveling
that week. He was able to coordinate things from Stateside to get
the other two American adjunct teachers connected to the
Mongolian leadership coordinating that week’s teaching. Timothy
Weeks had to travel alone for the first time into Mongolia
through Beijing. Christian Pilet is a former Mongolian missionary
but it was his first time to be the lead TRI-M missionary for a
training module. These men worked seamlessly with the Mongolian Leaders to get all but one of
the scheduled classes up and running Doug was schedule to teach two of the 6 courses set up for
that week. The two Mongolian teachers did pick up one of those courses to keep the advance
group on target for a September 2019 Graduation.
As most of you also know, at the end of the week in Mongolia, Timothy Weeks contracted Bells
Palsy. One side of his face went numb. If we understand correctly, the immediate local
Emergency rooms and clinics were closed. However through technology Tim was able to consult
with his daughter trained in the medical field, to rule out the possibility of a stroke. Tim is
recovering, working around the limitations of one side of his face not cooperating. Please
continue to pray for a full recovery soon.

MONGOLIA IN SEPTEMBER 2019
As mentioned, the 3rd group of Mongolian Church Leaders is set to Graduate in
September 2019. Four Couples are planning to go teach with the special time for
the wives and Female Students for two days following graduation. This will
increase the Church Leaders who have been networking within their own group,
by giving the wives opportunity to meet each other as well and forming bonds
to increase that network opportunities. It is an exciting time for everyone.

With the number of Graduates from many regions of Mongolia increasing, the Mongolian
Leadership is seriously seeking to have a gathering of past Graduates and current students for a
refresher program of some kind. This is to keep in touch with all these Church Leaders as well as
to increase the networking between the different groups that graduated at different times. This is
the same reasoning the Apostle Paul voiced as he purposed to go on the second missionary
journey, to encourage those they ministered to on the first missionary journey. We are talking
how this might be possible, so please pray for wisdom and creativity. One hurdle is the finances
for such a large group coming together. If any are interested in seeking to assist in sponsoring
such a one –time gathering please ask for more details about this venture.

SSEST – South Sudan Evangelical School of Theology
The South Sudanese Leaders are taking the TRI-M training into more refugee camps for the South
Sudanese who have fled to Uganda. This has given them great opportunities to cross tribal and
traditional obstacles that would be a problem if they had been in their own country. It also has
opened some new challenges.
One new student has received much attention in the group. She is an 18
year old Muslim girl that has received Christ through the student
evening outreaches after classes. Her family has rejected her and the
Local Church within the camp has sought to take care of her. Without
a family to claim her she could be treated harshly without any
consequences. However with the Church family taking her in, she now
has protection. The Church has no income or resources but is raising
money for the school fees for this new sister in Christ. She is a good
student and could easily qualify for free University training if she can
finish her Secondary Schooling (High School Degree). It costs the
equivalent of $100 each semester twice a year. If any of you are sensing
the Holy Spirit’s leading to assist in this, contact me by text, email, or phone
and I can give you more details.
We are so thankful for the opportunity the LORD gave us to get away to refresh our body and
spirit in May. Thank you for those who knew of this and prayed for this to restore our soul and
continue to build into our marriage. The LORD knew what we needed and provided a great time
of refreshment.
Thank you for joining us in praise and prayer for these opportunities for God’s glory to be shine.
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